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15 GHZ ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPAGATION IN RAIN

Paul Nawrocki, Principal Engineer
Planning Research Corporation
John F. Kennedy Space Center, Florida
The measurements performed at KSC introduce a
new effect unanticipated by most specialists.
These measurements indicate that, as the rain
rate increases, there is concomitant increase
in the dispersion of the apparent position
error at a fixed location in space. Figure 1
typifies the results and provides the motiva
tion for this report. Various statistical
tests, such as analysis of variance, confirm
what is clear from inspection. There is an
apparent loss of MSBLS accuracy in rain. Here
we assume that the effect is characteristic of
the propagation mode and is not merely an
artifact of MSBLS instrumentation.

ABSTRACT

This is an attempt to devise a model to ex
plain the apparent anomalous dispersion in
rain of gated MSBLS-GS data received by a
NAVSET located at the end of the Orbiter land
ing runway at KSC. A tutorial presentation of
current theory is given. This includes both
the phenomenology of a falling water droplet
and the classical electromagnetic solutions of
Mie (for spheres) and Stevenson-Oguchi (for
spheroids).
A simple model is synthesized to bridge the
gap between the complex solutions of classical
electromagnetic theory and the simple empiri
cal findings e.g., A = kR of Atlas et al . It
is shown that the model, while accounting for
the A~2 dependence of extinction and the
enhanced dispersion in rain, lacks rigor. It
is further shown that more rigorous treat
ments, while also accounting for the X"2
dependence, do not account for enhanced dis
persion. Other related propagation character
istics of 15 GHz propagation in rain, such as
absorption, scattering, and multipath, are
also treated to delineate their possible roles
in explaining the apparent anomaly.

We shall develop a simple model which explains
how the accuracy of MSBLS can deteriorate in
rain. Considerable background material is
required to show how this result relates to
the classical theory and to relevant empirical
data reported in the literature. Regarding
the technical literature, time has not permit
ted a thorough and accurate accreditation of
the past 100 years of contributions. I there
fore commence with an apology to those whose
work I have inadvertently slighted.
PURPOSE
The primary aim of this paper is tutorial.
Quite candidly, the anomalous dispersion is
embraced on this occasion, for discussion of
rain is a topic of broad appeal. Although
literature on rain is abundant, it is not
always easy to find one's way through the
maze. Also, the phenomenology of electromag
netic propagation in rain is dependent upon
the fluid dynamical properties of a falling
water droplet so that, in a theoretical
approach, one cannot disassociate the purely
electromagnetic from the purely fluid dynami
cal (phenomena). Most papers are written by
specialists in either one field or the other
but seldom by specialists in both. I shall
try to delineate the essentials of both
aspects of rain. In addition, I will show how
the MSBLS experiments may have affected the
general knowledge of a presumably welldeveloped field.

INTRODUCTION

NASA will employ All's 15 GHz microwave scan
ning beam landing system (MSBLS) to facilitate
approach control and landing for the Orbiter.
Propagation characteristics at 15 GHz (2 cen
timeters) are of considerable interest. It is
anticipated that rain - particularly at the
KSC landing site - may limit MSBLS
performance.
Over the past century, the propagation of
radio and microwaves in rain have received
considerable attention. Lord Rayleigh, Mie,
Stratton, Ryde, Atlas, Ulbrich, Stevenson, and
Oguchi are only a few of the highly competent
contributors in this field. Historically,
interest has centered on attenuation (extinc
tion), although Atlas added the rain radar
application and Oguchi demonstrated the depo
larization introduced by the departure of
raindrops from spherical symmetry.

Modern minstrels relate how rain, on occasion,
falls on all of us to our common discomfort.
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Here, we relate some of the more esoteric
characteristics of free-running rain, at least
as they can impact upon microwave propagation
and the performance of MSBLS.

there are auxiliary radiation conditions which
provide further constraints on the infinity of
solutions.
Since shape is dependent on drop size and
interrelated with droplet terminal velocity
(required for tying the model to rain rates as
measured by the tipping buckets), we further
require the spatio-temporal drop size distri
bution (DSD) as well as the droplet shapes and
terminal velocities as functions of drop size.
From the field-theoretic point of view, the
complexity of the problem increases consider
ably as one moves from small spherical drop
lets with creeping flow to large distorted
spheroids with fully developed turbulent
flow.

THE WAVE EQUATION

Clearly (states the literature) the propaga
tion of electromagnetic waves will satisfy the
vector wave equation; still it may be relevant
to clarify the "clearly" and show what the
restrictions are. Taking the curl of
Maxwell's equation, combining, setting J = aE
and assuming a periodic time behavior (e-J^t
or e + i^t), one immediately obtains:
curl curl E = -jo)y(a + jue) E = -p2E.

By the vector identity, curl curl = grad divLaplacian, this can be written as the vector
wave equation

CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS

Simpson (figure 2) provides us with the cumu
lative frequency distribution for the median
and maximum radii in three widely varying
types of rain: steady continuous rain which
is typical of a warm front or advective condi
tion with gentle lifting; heavy showers which
may typify a cold front or unstable air mass
activity in the absence of lightning; and
finally, the extraordinary rain of a thundershower with massive buildups exceeding
50,000 feet in Florida.

V 2 E - p2E = 0.
Engineers will recognize
p2 as ju>y (0+ ju>e),
while physicists will be more familiar with
p2 = u)ya+ i a) 2 ye.
The basic step in identifying the Laplacian
with negative curl curl is that the div D = 0,
i.e., free charges are assumed to be absent in
the medium (here the rain droplet). In all
probability, rain drops do have charge,
either from condensation of water vapor on
Aitken nuclei or from the dynamics and velo
city gradients within the storm itself.
Usually, Florida showers are electrical in
character and are almost invariably accompa
nied by large voltage gradients, as is con
firmed by the KSC matrix of field mills and
many other systems. But the total charge on a
droplet is small, and no doubt div D is
negligible for our purposes.

There are several features in the data worthy
of note. First the median or 50 percentile
value in the cumulative distribution function
is closely invariant, independent of the type
of rain. If we take the derivative of the
cumulative median value distribution, it is
clear that the resulting frequency function
for the median value closely approximates the
delta function 6 (r - a) where a - 0.35 mm.
This near-invariance was unanticipated by the
author.
Second, Simpson indicates that he has observed
raindrops up to 8 mm in diameter. Other
investigators have reported an upper limit
closer to 6 mm. Whether 6 or 8 mm, it is
clear that an upper limit on size is imposed
by stability and flow conditions.

The other limitation is that the Laplacian
only makes sense when it is applied to a
rectilinear coordinate, and these are of lit
tle utility in discussing spheres and sphe
roids. Consequently the wave equation fre
quently employed in discussions of rain in the
literature actually expands as the original
expression

DROP SIZE FREQUENCY OR PROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

Usually the cumulative distribution function
(cdf) is of less value in computation than its
derivative, the probability distribution func
tion (pdf). However, it is no simple matter
to go from the cumulative functions for the
two selected variates (the median value and
the maximum value) to the pdf of a typical
rainstorm.

curl curl E + p2E = 0.
The theoretical or analytic approach is then
to solve the vector wave equation with the
boundary conditions as imposed by the shape
and bulk electromagnetic characteristics of
the raindrops. At any interface, the sum of
the incident and reflected components must
equal the transmitted component. In addition,

We therefore turn to the measurements of Joss
(figure 3). These indicate that for a
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particular storm, the pdf is approximated b>
the normalized exponential function

p(D) = A e~AD , subject to Jp(D)dD = 1.
o

There are general conclusions that one can
draw from the cdf's and pdf's. Again, both
the median value and the mean value are close
ly invariant - independent of the type of
rain. We shall use this feature in our model
where we shall replace the pdf by the,delta
function 6 (r - a) to obtain the simple
empirical relation A = kR.
Physical constraints demand that the peak
value of the pdf cannot be at D = 2r = 0 as
specified in e~A D. The reason is that very
small droplets are suspended in air by Brownian motion and cannot contribute to the rain
rate as measured on the ground. These small
droplets might be present throughout freerunning rain if droplets are being continually
fragmented in the process of fall, but their
presence is not uniquely related to R.
Physical constraints, in addition to determin
ing how small a droplet can be, also limit a
drop's maximum size. It is well known that a
dense fluid (water) penetrating a fluid of a
lesser density (air) fragments so that the
combined two-fluid system attains a minimum
energy configuration. The phenomenon is
called the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, and
its effect is particularly well known to
Floridians, who spend an inordinate amount of
time watering their lawns.
It is clear then that the simple exponential
pdf does not rigorously describe the nature of
free-running rain. Even so, it is a conveni
ent formulation, and we have not established
that the physical constraints introduce sig
nificant departures in the calculated rainattenuation parameters.

The calculation of drag and terminal velocity
for an arbitrary body is no simple task. Over
100 years of effort have been expended, and we
still do not have a final solution to the
problem. In 1851, Stokes solved the problem
of creeping flow about a rigid sphere. His
results were
Stokesian drag
Stokesian terminal /elocity Uj
(2/9)
( P sphere " p air
If one equates Stokesian drag to the more
general drag expression (1/2) CD Uf A and
introduces the Reynolds number Re f Ufcp/n,
then the drag coefficient for Stokesian flow
is 24/Re . These results are confirmed
experimentally for Reynolds numbers less then
unity.
In 1910, Oseen, taking into consideration the
inertia! terms in the Navier-Stokes equations,
derived the result
CD = (24/Re ) (1 + 3R/16)
but the result, verified to about Re = 2,
was not an impressive extension of the result
of Stokes. Further expansions in powers of
the Reynold's number were made, but again the
results contributed little to the search for a
final solution and are of little value to the
rain droplet problem.
In 1911, Rybczinski solved the problem of
Stokesian or creeping flow for a spherical
fluid droplet of viscosity n in an infinite
host fluid of viscosity n'• The drag is
cFD = o2 TT iiUT n v,r 2nn ++ nST/
,

and the terminal velocity is

TERMINAL VELOCITIES

" + \
3n(2n + 3n )
which should reduce to Stokes as the viscosity
n approaches infinity.

UT = 2r2g (p- p')

One of the parameters that is required for
transforming rain rate into number density of
raindrops is the velocity of the water drop
let. We assume, for simplicity, that the
source of the rain is at an altitude well
above the MSBLS propagation path, and further,
that the rain is free running at a constant
terminal velocity determined solely by the
droplet size. There is no attempt to take
into consideration the exponentially varying
density of the atmosphere since the MSBLS
measurements were primarily performed for
propagation paths at very low altitudes.
Other refinements such as temperature and
changes in atmospheric pressure were consid
ered to be unwarranted in these preliminary
tests.

It is interesting to note that to the first
order3 in Reynolds number, the water droplet is
slightly faster than the equivalent solid
sphere. For example, for a droplet with a
radius of 0.001 cm, Uj is 1.216 cm/second
for the water droplet as opposed to 1.210
cm/second for the rigid sphere. That the
Reynolds number is 0.008 confirms that the
first order approximation is appropriate to
this example.
There have been other attempts to extend the
Stokesian type relations to higher Reynolds
numbers, but these efforts have largely been a
failure. One of the problems then is
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introduced by the great range of Reynolds num
bers for rain droplets. For example, the
Reynolds number for a 4-mm diameter droplet at
a terminal velocity of 877 cm/second is 2600 a considerable departure from the condition
for Stokesian flow (RgXl) which applies to
very small droplets.
There does exist a simple empirical way to
obtain some idea of the relation of size,
shape, and terminal velocity. The drag coef
ficient for rigid spheres has been measured
over a large range in Reynolds numbers
(figure 4). Consequently we can use this
information to calculate the terminal velocity
of an equivalent rigid sphere (figure 5). The
calculations indicate that, up to a radius of
about 0.7 mm, the measured terminal velocity
is quite close to that of a rigid sphere, the
implication being that droplets smaller than
this size are very nearly spherical in shape.
Above this value the shape of the droplet is
increasingly distorted from that of the sphere
as the size of the droplet increases.
Ultimately, the distortion is so great that
the droplet fragments.
SHAPE OF A WATER DROPLET AT TERMINAL VELOCITY

It might appear that the shape of a water
droplet is getting pretty far afield from the
pragmatic aspects of MSBLS performance in
rain; such is not the case. In response to
KSC measurements which indicated a raininduced deterioration in the accuracy of
MSBLS, it was requested that KSC pursue such
matters as the slant angle of the rain and
possible depolarization effects due to the
flattening of water droplets. Besides,
Floridians are pseudoexperts in the dynamics
of heavy rains and hardly require encourage
ment to delve into this interesting facet of
rain, albeit in a superficial manner.

droplet would in effect be swallowing its own
boundary layer. This suggests that the con
ductivity and permittivity of a water droplet
in situ might very well be completely distinct
from the values obtained by laboratory mea
surements on distilled water.
While we cannot hope to carry out such a com
putational program, we can estimate the magni
tude of some of the contributing forces. In
table 1 we have estimated the ambient pres
sure, the surface tension, the stagnation
pressure, gravitational pressure (weight of a
vertical column within the droplet), and the
buoyancy of a water droplet. The numbers
indicate that for a droplet radius less than
0.5 mm, surface tension dominates over the
deforming forces, and the droplet is closely
spherical. This basically agrees with the
conclusion of the previous section, where the
Gunn and Kinzner terminal velocity was found
to be close to that of a rigid sphere with the
drag coefficient imposed by experiment.
An obvious method of circumventing the diffi
culties of a theoretical derivation is to
measure the shape of the water droplets in
situ at terminal velocity. However, what we
find (figure 6) is a very considerable spread
in the observed ratios of the major to minor
axes. It is not easy to reconcile the
observed spread with the anticipated intrinsic
difficulty of the measurement. One possible
explanation is that the droplet may be oscil
lating in one or more characteristic modes.
If such were the case, the basic approach of
Oguchi to employ static oblate spheroids would
lose even more of its appeal.
Based on the idea that the departure of the
terminal velocity from that of a rigid sphere
was primarily due to the flattening of the
bottom of the droplet, we anticipated that the
flattening could be expressed as
(udroplet/u sphere) 3 - In fact, the 3/2 power
seems to fit the data better. The best fit,
however, is the normal exponential, but we see
no physical basis for this relationship.

There have been attempts at calculating the
equilibrium shape of the droplet at terminal
velocity (zero acceleration). This must
involve a self-consistent fluid mechanical
approach where one employs an iterative proce
dure. Commencing with a good guess as to the
configuration, one calculates the flow and the
forces on the droplet, makes corrections
according to the calculated departure of the
shape from equilibrium, and recalculates. An
additional constraint is that the final con
figuration must yield a terminal velocity con
sistent with the measured values of Gunn and
Kinzner. This approach is all right in
principle, but one would be hard pressed to
include all the contributing factors especially at high Reynolds numbers.
According to Rybczinski, both fluids (air and
water) participate in the motion. Combining
this idea with the existence of boundary layer
flow would imply that there is circulation
within the droplet. Further, the water

HIE'S SOLUTION FOR SPHERES

About 50 percent of the rain droplets (those
less than the median value D = 0.7 mm) closely
approximate the shape of a rigid sphere - even
at terminal velocities. In 1908, Mie showed
that the solution to the vector wave equation
could be obtained by a rather ingenious
construct. He let
§ = MV + 1 NU and H = n(-Mu + 1 N v )
where
Mv = curl (vr); Mu = curl (ur)
and
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p 1 ( CO s e)

vt =

nkN u = curl M; nkNv = curl Mv .
Then if the scalar functions u and v satisfy
the scalar Helmholtz equation
v 2 $ + K 2n 2 $ = 0

j(nkr)
A new set of functions is introduced in order
notation:
the
to simplify

satis
the electric and magnetic field vectors
fy the vector wave equation
curl curl E = k2 n2 E
since
Sketching the solution is worthwhile,
solve
the same technique is used by others to
the problem of microwave interactions with
.
droplets
oblate spheroidal
inci
In spherical coordinates (r, 0, <£) the
dent wave is given by

u, =

V

2m+1

(-i) m

cos *

H)
v ;m

sin*r

m(m + l)

pj,(cos e ) jm (kr)
1
p^ (cos 9) is the

associated Legendre
where
polynomial, and jm is the spherical Bessel
of
function derived from the Bessel function
the first kind, J m + 1/2*
m + 1/2

kr

the
The field outside the sphere consists of From
incident wave plus the scattered wave.d wave
scattere
the
n,
conditio
n
the radiatio
must have the form:
-am (--

us =

m=
(-i)m J-E±I_ p l (cos e)

v =

x m (z) = -znm (z) = - (-)1/2 Nm+ y2 (z)
C(z) = zh

cos*

"
where
2-n-a
x = ka = A
and
y = nka; a = radius of sphere.
The cross section for extinction is
bm)
Re
ext
m=l
where extinction = scattering + absorption
-" ~~2
m=l
per unit
For a medium containing N particles is:
volume, the extinction coefficient
T= MTT a2 Q ext
s Q
Using Mie's result, Battan further evaluate
(scatter) and Q (absorption) as

(cos e)

ncm

m (y)

^ (y)
^m M " M^m M =
If cm and dm are eliminated from the above
equations, one obtains:
- nv m(y)rm (x)
a -"

where am and bm are coefficients whichns.are
determined from the boundary conditio
hm (2) (kr) is the spherical Bessel function
of the second kind.
The inside (transmitted) wave is finite at the
origin and therefore is given by:

ut =

(z) = (^-)

The boundary conditions are
l]/ m (x) - am £m (x) = ncm^m (y)
^m M - bmCm (x) =

m^L
p^cos e) jm (kr)

=

= zj m (z) = (^-) a J

j(nkr)
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for horizontal polarization should be somewhat
greater than that of the equivalent sphere.

TT 5 D 6
—
-N|,.[?

and

Another difference is clearly that of depolar
ization. For any orientation of the electro
magnetic vectors, the sphere has exact mirror
image symmetry so that there is effectively
zero depolarization of the incident radiation.
This is not the case of the spheroid, where
depolarization will depend upon the slant
angle of the free-running rain as it is driven
horizontally by ever-present winds.

Qabs We shall return to these expressions later
because they are used by Ulbrich to derive an
interpretation of the constancy of X^K and
x^a in terms of absorption instead of for
ward scatter. For the moment, let it suffice
that the magnitude of Zira/x is noted as a
critical parameter in the expansion of Hie.
This variable not only determines the rate at
which the series representations will converge
but also relates to the basic model or physics
of the interaction between electromagnetic
waves and water droplets.

In a total solution of the attenuation for a
frequency distribution which ranges from very
small to very large droplets, the computation
becomes downright nasty and could conceivably
result in a nervous breakdown for my computer
programmer. Therefore, it behooves us to seek
another way out.

THE STEVENSON-OGUCHI SOLUTION FOR SPHEROIDS

On reevaluation, a curious situation is seen
to exist. The theoretical solutions are hor
rifying in complexity, yet the experimentally
determined relationship of attenuation and
rain rate are the very essence of simplicity.
This suggests that there is another, yet much
simpler, way of looking at the problem.

Measured terminal velocities of raindrops and
photographs of raindrops in situ confirm that
about 50 percent of the droplets (those larger
than the median value of population) are
deformed from the true sphere and further that
the degree of deformation increases with the
equivalent spherical drop diameter. This
functional relationship of droplet deformation
continues until a state is reached where the
configuration becomes unstable, and the drop
let fragments.

THE EMPIRICAL WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCE

Atlas et al have accumulated a very consider
able amount of empirical data (figure 7) on
the attenuation of microwaves - particularly
in the 1- to 3-centimeter wavelength region.
Basically, one can conclude that attenuation
for rain rates of 10~3 to 50 mm/hr follows
closely the two relations:
A = cxR"
and/or
A = kR

The deformed droplet is not an ellipsoid of
revolution nor is it a true oblate spheroid,
being flattened more on the bottom than on the
top. One is confronted then with the problem
of selecting some geometric form which is
close to the actual droplet configuration and
further where separation of variables is an
applicable approach to the solution of the
differential equation. With these considera
tions, the oblate spheroid becomes the auto
matic choice. The scheme to obtain a solution
is then similar to that invented by Mie.
Three auxiliary vectors (L, M, N) are intro
duced where L = grad $ , M = curl $ 1, and
N =0/k)curl M. Further, lisa unit vector,
and $ is again a solution to the Helmholtz
equation.

where 3 is slightly larger than unity.
Viewing the residuals (observed minus regres
sion) as stochastic variables, the standard
deviation in the nonlinear form is somewhat
smaller than that of the linear relationship.
In addition, we shall see that the nonlinear
form is more reliable as a predictive tool but back to the development at hand.
The initial step taken in seeking a simple
(or simplistic) model was to determine if a
X-dependence existed in the data. As indicat
ed in figure 8, the attempt was met by immedi
ate success. It is clear that x^k and X^ a
are very nearly invariant over the wavelength
region of interest, 1 to 3 cm. Actually we
were not the first to make this observation.
Years ago, Atlas et al noticed that the
X-dependence for the attenuation coefficient
was X"2.2 . However, Atlas and his coworkers
considered that this characteristic was not
worthy of publication. Although we shall not
openly contradict their assessment, we think

The vectors L, M, N are expanded, after sepa
ration of variables, into products of associ
ated Legendre polonomials (e-dependence),
spherical Bessel functions (R-dependence) , and
trigonometric functions (^-dependence). We
shall not set down the expansion of these
functions in detail. They are available in
the literature in the event that one is look
ing for a large-sized headache. One can
almost anticipate the result: attenuation for
vertical polarization should be somewhat less
than that of the equivalent sphere while that
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that the x-dependence is indicative of a
physical mechanism and we intend to make use
of the relationship - albeit without full
rigor.

THE SIMPLE MODEL

There is a classical concept that the energy
of an electromagnetic wave is spread over a
wavelength. In the quantum mechanical
analogue, electromagnetic radiation is charac
terized by duality; that is, the classical
wave is essentially an ensemble of photons
(spin one bosons) which are point-like energy
carriers possessing a phase wave that extends
over spatial dimensions proportional to the
wavelength X. This view can be motivated from
results of the double slit experiment. Single
photons must pass through either one slit or
the other but apparently do so in a way that
can be explained provided that the photon
knows that both slits exist. In essence then,
the photon must interfere with itself via its
phase wave.
Consistent with these ideas, the actual number
of water droplets intercepted by a photon is
X-dependent. While in actual fact this depen
dence is a characteristic of the cross section
for interaction, we elect for heuristic rea
sons to temporarily associate it with the
droplet number. Therefore, the fractional
loss in photons due to a scatter is
Y

ND .

L a

where we have used the Rayleigh approximate
cross section for X»D.
It would be preferable from a physical point
of view if the equation were to balance dimen
sional ly without attributing dimensions to the
constant k (here L"2 ). We are not going
to let this overly upset us because the k in
the attenuation-rain rate relation is "decibel
hours per kilometer millimeter," which hardly
suggests itself as a fundamental constant of
nature.
If alternatively we elect to write the cross
section as
0(8) this form would provide for a backscatter
( e = ir ) cross section proportional to X"" 4
and a forward scatter cross section propor
tional to X-2. However, this would hardly
provide for dimensional equivalence in a
natural manner.

identifying the attenuation with the scatter
ing fraction gives
A(X) = k x-2 V^U*" 1 (N* V*Uf)
But N* V*U^is the rain rate R, so that
A(x) = k X-2 R (V*/U*)
However, for a delta function distribution,
the volume of a droplet and the corresponding
terminal velocity are constants so that
A(X) = kX~ 2R
This is one of the results from the AtlasUlbrich data; and from the morphology of rain
storm, we conclude that the attenuation in any
one particular storm will closely follow this
relationship.
If now we admit a larger variation in rain
rates and assume that heavy rains such as
those at KSC are characterized by a shift in
the distribution toward larger raindrops, then
there is a concomitant shift in the exponent
of R due to the factor V*/U.fas an inverse
function of R. Since the frequency distribu
tions suggest that this shift pertains to a
small percent of the droplets, the result
takes the form
A = kx-

R 1+e =

-

where e«l. This is the improved regressional
form in the Atlas-Ulbrich data.

THE ABSORPTION MODEL

We have mentioned that, in 1979, we were not
the first to note the X"2. dependence in
the extinction of microwaves in rain. Circa
1974, Atlas and Ulbrich noted a similar
dependence. They too developed an explanation
for the observation but elected not to publish
their results. We delinate their derivation
here.
The starting point is the expressions of
Battan for Qa and Qs , where again
Qa>Q s and Qa is proportional to X"l.
The mechanism is therefore predominantly
absorption, and the task is to account for the
X"2-dependence.
Atlas and Ulbrich had formulated an auxiliary
normalized cross section
nQn B

Qs)

Qn was found to be a function of
(consistent with Mie's solution) but was
independent of electromagnetic wave length and
water droplet temperature, Qn was then
represented as a power series summing the

If now we substitute for the drop size distri
bution in the summation the delta function
6(D-2a) and introduce the terminal velocity
Ui(D=2a) and the volume V* « 4/3 IT a3 , then
5-16

contribution over four distinct regions in the
drop size distribution (e"A ^). That is,

Re p =f-f=
0.0632m- 1
To obtain the equivalent thickness for an
infinite sheet of water, we must select a
typical droplet diameter or drop size distri
bution s(r-a) where again S is Dirac's delta
function. From the cumulative probability
distribution of Simpson, we adopt <s(r-.05),
and the terminal velocity for this case is 403
cm/second.

1=1

where i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are the Rayleigh, inter
mediate, large particle and optical regions,
respectively. Ulbrich considered that the
intermediate region (with n;? = 4.0) dominat
ed the phenomenon. Therefore, he obtained
2 "

It is clear that each 1-mm diameter droplet in
a 403-cm column strikes the ground during a
1-second time interval, and a 403-cm column
contains the equivalent thickness for a rain
rate in cm/sec. Consequently, the thickness
of a sheet of water equivalent to a
1-kilometer path in a uniform rain at one
cm/hr is

2 4X"2~2

At this juncture, it would be prudent to adopt
the At! as-Ill brich mechanism. However, we do
not readily accept the idea that the cross
section for a 2-cm photon tunneling into a
2-mm diameter droplet is larger than the cross
section for soft scatter. Also it can be
shown that if absorption does indeed dominate,
the fundamental process is not bulk
absorption.

10 5 (cm)
l(cm)
z =
= 0.0689 cm
3600(sec)
403(cm/sec)
The assumption here is that the density of
raindrops in uniform rain is uniform and
isotropic, i.e., independent of the orienta
tion of the "column 11 . This further assumes
that the air density is constant over the
region of interest.

BULK ABSORPTION
There is a simple independent way to evaluate
the contribution of bulk absorption. We mere
ly add up the water (per cnr) along a
1-kilometer path and replace this distributed
amount by an infinite plane of the equivalent
thickness. Absorption is then calculated from
the solution for plane waves in a lossy medi
um. The plane wave solution of the wave equa
tion in an infinite homogeneous medium is

Therefore the absorption per 1 kilometer of
path with a uniform rain rate of 1 cm/hr is
given by

= 0.9999565
The bulk absorption, again for a rain rate of
10 mm/hr, is

where p is the propagation constant
2 =

20 log

(cr + jwe)

= -3.78 • 1Q-4 dB/km

Only the real part of p contributes to absorp
tion so that we require

which clearly is negligible. Even if we
include the cross section factorirx2/4 although I think we would in effect be includ
ing it twice - the absorption (0.0012 dB/km)
is still negligible. Unless an extraordinary
error in the conductivity of rain or in basic
logic has been made, bulk absorption contri
butes little to the loss process for the
propagation of 15 GHz in rain.

For the case in hand we select

MULTIPATH AT 15 GHz

e = 80 e 0
0= 3.10-3 mhos/meter

Multipath is often a source of apparent
anomalous propagation, so it is quite logical
to inspect at least briefly its possible
contribution here. The solutions for the
canonical problem of plane
incident
an infinite surface are available in a
good texts on electromagnetic theory. All
that is required is to insert suitable permit
tivities and conductivities and turn the
crank. The calculated reflection coefficients

and again e, y, a are the permittivity, per
meability, and conductivity, respectively, for
rain water.

W=

2TT -15 • 10 9

so that
a/a) e - 7.4 • 1Q" 5

Expanding by the binomial theorem and reject
ing negligible terms,
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I trust that, in return for their many kind
nesses, I have in no way distorted their many
remarkable contributions to the propagation of
microwaves in rain.

and phase shifts are plotted in figures 9 and
10 for a dry runway and a fresh water pond,
respectively. We should point out that the
phase shifts are negative; this is not always
readily apparent in the plots.
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We have seized upon this opportunity to dis
cuss the many interesting facets of rain
dynamics and the interaction of electromagnet
ic fields with rain droplets. Our search has
led us to a model which explains both the
r^-dependence and the anomalous disper
sion. However, the mechanism is in conflict
with the published work of experts in the
field. This is a clear caveat and suggests
that the work be reviewed more carefully.
More measurements on dispersion as a function
of rain rate and droplet size distribution are
required. In addition, the forward scatter
mode must be placed on a more rigorous mathe
matical basis. In the interim, we hope that,
as a result of this discussion, some intimate
knowledge of rain dynamics has been dissemi
nated and interest has been generated in the
many unso 1 ved fluid dynamica 1 and e 1 ectroina g netic problems involving rain.
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Table 1.

Order-of-Magnitude Pressures* on a Water Droplet
at Terminal Velocity

RADIUS
(cm)

AMBIENT
PRESSURE*

SURFACE *a;
TENSION*

STAGNATION *D;
PRESSURE*

0.05

1.0- 106

2.6- 103

1.1 • 102

1.0- 102

0.1

0.1

1.0- 106

1.3- 103

2.5- 102

2.0- 102

0.2

0.2

1.0- 106

6.6- 102

4.7- 102

4.0- 102

0.5

0.3

1.0- 106

4.4- 102

5.2- 102

5.9- 102

0.7

0.4

1.0- 106

3.3- 102

5.4- 102

7.8- 102

0.9

0.5

1.0- 106

2.6.

to2

9.8- 102

1.1

(a)

aTf + 7^

(b)

JkD Pa U2

(c)

2r-1 2 . Pw9

(d) i-3

to2
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15 GHz Reflection Coefficient and Phase Shift
Dry Runway
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Figure 10.

15 GHz Reflection Coefficient and Phase Shift
Fresh Water Surface
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